ANTHONY   EDEN
The assassin, Petrys Kalemen, was proved to be the member
of a vast terrorist organization. He was in possession of a
Czech passport visa'ed in Hungary. These facts helped to
invest the situation with the utmost international gravity.
Jugoslav-Hungarian friction was of long standing, and had
been intensified by the friendly reception given by Hungary
to Jugoslav exiles from King Alexander's dictatorship. There
had been numerous frontier incidents, and between March
1929 and March 1934 no less than twenty cases of crimes due
to Hungary had been alleged by Jugoslavia. Indeed, it was
freely asserted in Belgrade that Croat terrorist camps, which
included the notorious Janka Puszta farmers, were maintained
in Hungary under the patronage of the Hungarian Govern-
ment. - It was from one of these that Kalemen had come. In
the spring of 1934 not:es nad passed between the two Govern-
ments, and on the i2th May Hungary had sent a note to
the Secretary-General of the League asking the Council to
consider these incidents. The two Governments then decided
to negotiate direct, the Council adjourned discussion and
agreement was reached on July 21 st. The Marseilles murder
at once opened the wound. Here were all the ingredients of
a second Sarajevo.
How was another world war avoided? The general
answer is that none of the principal Powers concerned was
prepared to exploit the crisis to the last extremity, the
particular answer that Eden's personal intervention as
rapporteur for the League turned the vague underlying
desire for peace into a concrete settlement.
The immediate reaction in Jugoslavia was a truce between
the various party factions and the setting up of a strong
Regency. Both Italy and Hungary were disconcerted by the
crime, but from the beginning behaved with extreme correct-
ness. France too was cautious. For behind all the diplomatic
pressure Paris and Rome were bound together by a mutual
fear of Berlin. Italy climbed down, and in order to avoid
any accusation of harbouring Croat terrorists, left Hungary
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